
  

Supplies included: 
 Cutting board 
 Flower rolling tool 
 Precut on Cricut 
  Vinyl mason jar with saying  
   (contact paper to transfer) 
  Yellow swirls (sunflowers) 
  Gray circles (sunflower centers)   

Additional supplies needed: 
 Hot glue gun 
 Hot glue sticks 
 Black permanent marker 
 Scissor (optional) 

Cutting Board Sunflower Bouquet 

Step 1 
Take plastic wrap off of cutting board. Rub back of mason jar vinyl piece. Remove paper backing off 
of mason jar and “You are my Sunshine” vinyl so that vinyl is attached to contact paper. With cutting 
board placed vertically on work surface, position vinyl on cutting board about an inch from bottom 
of cutting board and centered between left and right edges. Rub area to adhere vinyl to cutting 
board. Gently remove contact paper and rub finger over mason jar & words to make sure they are 
attached to cutting board. Set cutting board aside. 

Step 2 
To make sunflowers, add dots with black 
marker to gray centers of sunflowers. Repeat 
step for all 6 gray centers. Set aside. 
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Step 4 
Bend petals out from center so sunflower lays flat. Attach gray center with black dots to yellow 
sunflower with hot glue. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for all 6 sunflowers. 

Step 5 
Position sunflowers on cutting board above mason jar for a sunflower bouquet. Hot glue sunflowers 
in place. 

Step 3 
Next, we’re going to roll sunflowers using flower rolling tool (created by cutting a slit into end of 6 
inch wooden dowel and adding electrical tape about a 1/4 inch from the end). Place end of yellow 
paper swirl into slit at end of wooden dowel with petals facing up. Twirl paper tightly around dowel. 
Pull flower off dowel. DO NOT ALLOW FLOWER TO UNWIND. Hot glue circle at end of yellow swirl to 
make a base for sunflower.  


